
Cast Stone Wall, Random Face and Full Face, Durango

Cast Stone Wall is the first and only mortarless retaining wall system to provide the beauty of natural stone at a fraction 
of the cost. Developed by EP Henry and utilizing technology that is a marriage of wet cast and dry cast manufacturing 
processes, Cast Stone Wall represents the next generation in retaining walls.

With over 70 unique face patterns and crafted from molds utilizing natural stone, Cast Stone Wall is virtually indistinguishable 
from its original inspiration. And, unlike conventional masonry wall systems, Cast Stone Wall can be installed in about one-
third of the time and half of the cost. Cast Stone Wall by EP Henry allows you to create everything from garden to retaining 
walls that truly emulate natural stone so closely that only you and your builder will know the difference.
*Patent Pending

Inspired by Nature, 

     Handcrafted by EP Henry

Cast Stone Wall* 

 EP Henry’s Cast Stone Wall 

System is truly the next generation 

product for the segmental block 

industry and is the most innovative 

new hardscaping wall product I have 

seen in the last 20 years. It is the 

wall system my customers have been 

asking for — the look of real stone  

at an affordable installed cost. 

Blase DeMichele, 

DeMichele, Inc.



Cast Stone Wall Random Face, Durango; Coventry® Stone III, Running Bond Pattern

CASt StonE WAll Questions? Contact us at: 1-800-44-HEnRY or visit ephenry.com/caststonewall

                                 Full Face Random Face
stRetcheR coRneR stRetcheR coRneR

PCS PER CUBE 60 24 60 24

lBS PER PIECE 50 34 50 34

lBS PER CUBE 3,000 850 3,000 850
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coloR and Face pRoFiles

system components

typical installation

notes
•  Cast Stone Wall comes in a random mix of profiles in 2 cube offerings: Cast Stone Wall Full Face is 

all straight, 6x16 faces and Cast Stone Wall Random Face is random joint faces. You can mix the 2 
cubes to achieve additional appearances.  

• Stretchers are also available in a 36 piece “Short Pallet”

Features
■   Maximum unreinforced height is 5 courses including footer block
■   Core-fill with 12.5 lbs. clean stone/unit
■   Adhere block to block with high-strength concrete adhesive
■   Designed to be installed with no set back
■   Meets or exceeds all industry standards for segmental retaining 

walls and manufactured stone, including shear bond strength 
and freeze-thaw

Cast Stone Wall provides the look of a hand-crafted stone wall with 
an installation methodology almost as easy as our Terrace Wall.  
Simply core fill (12.5 lbs. clean stone/unit) and adhere block course by course, vertically with no set-back.
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